BULLETIN

Food Court – Floor Drains

(9/23/13)

- The Tenant structural engineer must review Tenant's proposed placement of all floor drains for compliance to Landlord structural criteria.
- Tenant may have to modify floor drain placement / type to comply.
- If Tenant violates criteria and cannot change design / placement, Tenant structural engineer must provide reinforcement / design / calculations to slab showing cure to meet criteria.
- Tenant to provide stamped / structural engineer sealed plumbing drawing showing compliance to criteria to Landlord for review and to building department.
- Plumbing inspector will not issue permit without verification plumbing plans have been reviewed, have met criteria and are sealed.

FLOOR SINK IN PRECAST PLANK PLAN
HOLE THRU HOLLOW CORE PLANK DETAILS

Notes:
1. Contractor may use a pachometer to locate existing strands at the bottom of the hollowcore planks. Do not drill closer than 1 1/2" clear from a located strand.

HOLES THRU HOLLOW CORE PLANK DETAIL

Typical block hollow cells as req'd

Precast plank
Concrete topping

2" 1'-0" 2"
MAX.  MAX.  MAX.

Typical fill exposed cell w/ grout

Del Amo Fashion Center
Torrance, CA